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September 2nd, 1920 – 

 “When are we going to hit back?” Kim Jae-yong muttered to himself under his breath as the 

high-speed monorail pulled into Gyeongseong Station in Seoul. As soon as the train stopped, the clock 

struck noon; the propeller powered train got passengers from Busan to Seoul in only five hours. A 

technological feat, Governor-General Saitō Makoto had proclaimed on the front page of the Chosun 

Ilbo, ensuring the unity of the Japanese Empire by steel and the sweat of our labor. The Japanese were 

in love with trains, so his paper published the article on the front page. It was as close as an apology as 

the Korean language newspaper would give the occupying government, after the Japanese suspended 

their printing for a week. 

 But how do you fight against that? Kim Jae-yong wondered. The monorail was only one of many 

“technological feats” the Japanese had brought to Korea, most of which were designed to ensure the 

Koreans knew their (lesser) place in the great Japanese Empire.   

 As Jae-yong was watching the split-flap display click over, trying to see if the train he was waiting 

to meet had arrived, he felt something light hit his lap. He looked down in confusion, picking up a couple 

coins. I didn’t think my suit looked that bad, Kim thought. He adjusted himself in the wheelchair and 

shrugged; this wasn’t the first time this had happened. His two amputated legs meant that people often 

mistook him for a beggar. 

“I never expected to see you here,” his friend announced from above him. 

 Jae-yong smiled and looked up at Lee Woon-kay, in his tweed three-piece suit, his pomaded 

black haircut scandalously showing, since he wasn’t wearing a cap. “Reporters are always where they 

shouldn’t be,” Kim laughed and held out his hand.  



Lee shook it proudly. “At least I’m back in Seoul. You wouldn’t believe how much the hotel 

upcharged me in Busan!” 

Kim’s eyes flashed in shock and quickly looked around to see if anyone was listening. “Woon-

kay…” 

“What?” His friend blinked, and when he realized what he said, Lee rolled his eyes. “Oh, come 

on.” 

“Not here,” Kim reminded him. “You never know where the Kempeitai are.” 

“Fine, I’m a good Imperial subject. From now on, I’ll say the city names in Japanese, okay? Now 

let me push you back to the office.” 

“I’m fine on my own.” 

“Yeah, except it’s going to take twice as long, and my stomach’s already rumbling. Stop being 

such a pain in my ass and let me push you, all right?” 

Jae-yong gave a loud sigh and nodded. “All right. But you’re paying for lunch. I know you’ve still 

got some yen left from your expense account.” 

Lee Woon-kay grabbed hold of Kim Jae-yong’s wheelchair and pushed him out of Gyeongseong 

Station.  Kim felt his teeth rattle as they shifted from the smooth tile to the rough macadam of the 

outside street. Somehow when I’m pushing, I don’t feel the bumps in the road, Jae-yong pretended. 

“So did my article make the morning edition?” Lee asked. 

“Yeah, Mr. Choe got it off the feed, just like you sent it last night.” 

“Good. If I thought the hotel was full of cheats, the telegraph office was worse. I swear I’ve 

gotten spoiled by the Chosen Ilbo’s direct feed.” 

“Sure, sure,” Kim mocked, “and to get the story, I’m sure you had to live off rice and sardines 

the whole time.” 

“Naturally,” Lee smiled widely, “and that’s what I’m telling the editor when I get in the office.” 



“You are such a liar!” 

“I’m a reporter, just like you. Liar is in the job description.” 

Kim sighed. “I thought that’s what we’re trying to stop. You know, what we’re fighting for?” 

“Jae-yong, if I thought that writing ‘Go Home’ in a huge font would win us independence, I 

would break into the print shop and do it myself. But if our newspaper’s suspension taught us anything, 

it’s that we have to let the truth slip under a cover of dogged obedience.” 

“Then we learned the wrong lesson,” Kim answered. “We printed the truth about the Japanese 

police shooting into the crowd at that protest last month. People all over the country read it! If it makes 

the Government General embarrassed, then we can change their actions. I call that victory.” 

“So when they were cutting the bullets out of your legs, that was… what? A tactical 

withdrawal?” 

Jae-yong turned his head to stare at his friend. “That’s not fair.” 

“No, it’s not. If life were fair, you wouldn’t have been shot like so many of our friends on March 

1st last year.” Lee stared back. “Hell, Kim, you were just reading the Independence Proclamation in 

public. If the occupiers were fair, you’d have one of those pneumatic chairs, or those new piston legs 

I’ve heard about. Instead, you have to push yourself around Seoul… er, Keijo” 

Kim went quiet for a moment, letting his eyes wander as the nearby billboard clicked over its 

display, the split-panes showing a new advertisement for men’s clothes. Japanese characters on the left, 

Korean on the right, just like at the railway station, Jae-yong thought, just like everywhere in Korea. “You 

were going to buy lunch, right?” 

“One track mind, Jae-yong.” 

“You just got off the monorail, Woon-kay. It’s a one track country.” 

 

* 



 

They finished off the last of the bulgogi with joy, eating the spiced beef out of the communal 

dish, the best meal they could buy thanks to someone else’s money. After thanking the owner, Lee 

pushed Kim’s wheelchair through the narrow streets back towards what used to be called Sejong Street, 

the main thoroughfare of downtown Seoul, the city now officially called Keijo. The Government General 

had made so many name changes that they had left most Koreans confused. It made it hard to get 

directions, but they called the landmarks by their “official” names, at least whenever they saw Japanese 

around. One never knew where the Kempeitai—the secret military police—were lurking about. 

The street was filled with people coming back from their lunch break. In this more modern part 

of Seoul, the oriental tiled roofs gave away to brick and concrete; the white tunics to the western suits. 

Within a block, they left the old century and joined the next. Lee and Kim rolled through the carefully 

ordered traffic to reach their workplace at the Chosun Ilbo building. A Japanese policeman took one look 

at them trying to disrupt his pattern and shouted, “Hey, you! Get across the street already, pabo 

pyongshin!” 

Lee Woon-kay gave as much of a bow as possible and wheeled Kim Jae-yong across the street 

faster. As soon as they reached out of earshot, Lee leaned down and said, “I’m sorry that…” 

“I hear it every day,” the man in the wheelchair waved him off. Stupid cripple, the policeman 

said, to Kim’s amusement. Funny how even the Japanese know Korean swear words. 

The concierge had already opened the door by the time the two of them reached the 

newspaper building. “How’s it going, Charlie?” Woon-kay laughed. 

“About the same as ever, Woodrow,” the concierge joked back.  

Lee shrugged.  "So if I’m President Wilson, that makes you...” 

“The movie star, sir.” Charlie smiled. “Elevator should be waiting for you.” 

“What did we ever do to deserve you?” 



“You paid me fifty yen a week, sir.” 

Lee smiled and pulled out a couple of sen and put it in the concierge’s hand. “You’ll be making 

more than I do before long.” 

“Not in this economy, sir.” The concierge winked and then went back to his desk. 

The elevator took them upstairs with its usual efficiency, but the second the door opened, their 

boss was waiting for them. “About time you got back,” he sputtered out around the unlit cigar in his 

mouth. 

“Yes, sir.” They both quickly bowed. 

“Come on,” their boss grunted, “staff meeting started five minutes ago.” 

The three of them swam through the room like sharks, rolling past banks of desks, typewriters, 

and teletypes from the news services, all of them rattling as all the secretaries (who didn’t have to be at 

the meeting) rushed around and tried to make sense of the items of information flowing in from all over 

Chosen… the Japanese name for Korea. 

As soon as they got in the crowded office, someone called out, “The prodigal son has returned!” 

“The what?” Lee shot back. Not being a Christian, the reference went over his head. 

“Quiet!” their boss, Choe Ok-gyun answered. “Now we’ve got the evening edition in the bed, 

and barring a gyrocopter crash, in a few hours, we’ll be shooting that edition out over the feed to our 

smaller city presses. Subscribers all over Korea are going to read this weak tea. What I really want to 

know is what have we got for tomorrow?” 

“Crown Princess Uimin is opening a new school in Suwon… er, I mean…” 

“Really?!” Choe shot back. “Is that all you got? A damn school opening?! Dong-A Ilbo has had a 

week of stealing our subscribers thanks to our damn suspension. We need something big – something 

that will get our readers back!” 

“Let’s put ‘Go Home’ in a large font,” Kim muttered under his breath.  



“What was that, Jae-yong?” 

“Nothing, sir.” 

“I need articles, not editorials!” their boss barked. “I want five story ideas for the week—from 

each of you—on my desk before you leave today. I also better have 250 words for the morning edition 

or I’ll start hiring some better reporters. Go!” 

As the crowd shuffled out of the room, Kim waited; it was easier to wait for everyone to leave 

instead of fighting the flow with his giant wheels. Unfortunately, that left him right in Choe Ok-gyun’s 

eyesight. “Think you’re funny, Jae-yong?” 

“No, sir.” 

“You know, I cut you a lot of slack.” Choe eyed him harder. “I’ve got job applications that fill up 

an entire desk drawer, full of people who want in here. You happen to be good, but you don’t know 

when to quit.” 

“That’s why I’m good, sir.” 

“Is that what got you up on the stage last year?” 

“People need to hear the truth.” 

“And boy did they ever—naïve idealists like you held demonstrations all over Korea.  I’m just 

surprised you lived through it.” 

“Many didn’t. We thought a non-violent protest would get the world’s attention, like Gandhi did 

in South Africa. Instead, many of my friends went to Seodaemun Prison.” 

“How did you avoid that?” 

“I was unconscious and expected to die. After that, I guess the Kempetai figured I was no threat 

to anyone.” 

Ok-gyun stared at him a little longer, and then reached out to his “Reject” hopper, and pulled 

out a piece of paper. “This came over the wire this morning. It’s hot, it’s juicy… and I can’t print it.” 



Jae-yong looked over the news tidbit. “The Righteous Army struck a Japanese police station 

across the Amur River? Wow. The resistance is getting bolder.” 

“You may think I’m a hard-ass, Jae-yong, but I know what burns in that heart of yours. I feel the 

same. Hell, our paper wouldn’t have gotten suspended if I didn’t run that expose on the Kempetai. 

Guess they don’t like reading about themselves using excessive force on Korean citizens.” Choe smirked. 

“But I’ve got fifty people on the payroll, Kim, and all of them depend on all the sen we get from selling 

copies. I can’t pay for anything if we get suspended again, so all this stuff about the Resistance? I can’t 

use it!” 

 “You want me to lie low?” 

“I want you to understand how this business works, Jae-yong. So tonight, forget about whatever 

you’re working on. You’re on transmission detail with Park Kyong-hee this afternoon.” 

“Come on…” 

“Hey! You wanna keep your job?” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“Then you better hop to it,” his boss demanded, and then looked at his wheelchair. “Or roll. 

Whatever.” 

 

* 

 

“Stop touching that.” 

“Sorry.” Kim wheeled away from the split-pane monitor which served as the feedback for the 

transmission. The process seemed needlessly complicated. Once the typewritten articles were finished, 

someone had to type it on the teleprinter which would transcribe it onto metallic tape, which could then 

be played on a tape reader and beep the code down the telegraph wire. Since Korean had more than 



twenty-seven characters, they couldn’t use Morse Code or Baudot Code, so telegraph operators in the 

Empire used a four-digit code for each character, which allowed them to use Chinese, Korean, or 

Japanese characters. It was a hassle, but despite the speed of the monorail system, the trains couldn’t 

get newspapers to the smaller markets all over Korea on the same day. With the telegraph feed, the 

tape would play, it would get printed on a teleprinter in Ulsan, Pusan, Pyong’yang, or wherever they had 

a franchise with a local press, with the articles and a header code to tell them where to place the articles 

in the finished newspaper. 

In any other environment, Kyong-hee would be gorgeous; the kind of woman you couldn’t wait 

to be rejected by at a dance hall. But sitting in her domain, next to the telegraph feed, marshaling the 

teleprinter, the finished paper articles, and the transmission monitor, she was an untouchable goddess 

in her full power. “You know, you don’t have to be here. I can do this by myself.” 

“The boss says otherwise.” 

“Oh, dear,” she giggled at his misfortune and ran the next tape. “Then check this against the 

article listed second column, below the fold.” 

They had to make sure the transcribed article was accurate before they send it out on the feed, 

so the monitor flipped over characters in hanja and hangul—the two alphabets that Korean was written 

in; Chinese-style and the more simplified characters. Once Ms. Park ran the tape, Jae-yong checked it 

against the typewritten article, and heaven forbid if the two didn’t match. Deadline was coming, and if 

there was any delay in transmission… well, time was literally money. The later the paper came out, the 

less people would be on the street to buy it. 

The tape ran and the monitor’s split-flap tiles clicked with brutal efficiency, faster than he could 

find it the typewritten article. Once Jae-yong found the paper, he quickly looked up at the monitor. 

“Fourth paragraph, third sentence. It’s different on the tape.” 

“I know, I fixed the spelling.” 



“How? There’s no…” he struggled with the word he was searching for, so he finally said it in 

English, “dictionary for Korean!” 

“The missionaries have been teaching Korean for over a century, Jae-yong,” she chided, clearing 

the monitor and feeding the next tape. “Trust me, my teachers had definite ideas on how to spell. Check 

this against third column, below the fold.”  

There was mad clicking as Kim struggled to keep up. “Yeah, that’s correct. Now can I do 

something else?” 

“Like what?” 

“Like clearing the monitor?” he suggested. “I’m getting bored double-checking other people’s 

work.” 

“Most work is boring,” Kyong-hee tsked, “you reporters don’t work.” 

“Whatever… just let me press the button.” 

“Are you sure you know which one?” 

“I’ve been watching you for the past half-hour,” Jae-yong groaned. 

She sighed and pushed her chair back a fraction. “Go ahead.” 

Kim wheeled a little closer and hit the button. Or what he thought was the button; instead of 

clearing the monitor, suddenly a flurry of Japanese characters appeared on the left, followed by Korean 

on the right. He stared at the words for a moment and then read aloud, “Tiger brand coffee, can’t be 

beat…?” 

“You idiot.” She leaned forward and hit the button below the one he pressed. That cleared the 

monitor back to blank tiles. “You got the ad feed.” 

Jae-yong blinked. “You mean the billboard ads?” 

“There are multiple lines on the feed,” Kyong-hee shook her head, tired of explaining things that 

were common sense to her. “This is the 20th Century, Mr. Kim. The big cities have enough demand for 



multiple telegraph lines running parallel to each other; only the villages get a single ‘singing wire.’ There 

are ten lines on this console: one for official announcements, one for the ads, three local, three national, 

and two international. And Lord help you if you transmit on the wrong feed.” 

“You mean you can transmit on the wrong line?” 

“Worse. You can’t stop someone from transmitting,” she said, “these are open lines. However, 

the Government General gets revenue from the ad feed, so if you transmit the wrong thing on that line, 

the government shuts down your feed.” Park snapped her fingers. “Gone. So don’t touch Line 2. Ever.” 

“You mean we could type onto a billboard?” 

“Of course.” 

“Which one?”   

“All of them.” 

“All of them?!” 

“Well,” Park shrugged, “at least those here in Seoul. The Japanese run the ad tape from City 

Hall, so they can run local ads.” 

He was stunned silent for a few moments and then asked, “How many more articles to check?” 

“Two more pages worth.” 

“While we’re transmitting, would you mind… um, showing me how this typewriter works?” 

“The teleprinter?” 

“No,” Jae-yong rolled his eyes, “that I can figure out. The feed… um, typewriter.” 

“We call it a console,” Kyong-hee explained. 

“Why?” 

“Can’t really call it a typewriter without paper,” she shrugged, “Besides, it doesn’t type anything. 

It just controls the feed; when we transmit tape and when we print out. Why do you want to learn?” 



“If I get fired as a reporter, I’d like to have a skill I can fall back on.” He turned on his smile, but 

he could tell she wasn’t buying his excuse, so he tried something like the truth. “Mr. Choe said to learn 

how the business works. This is a pretty important part.” 

“It’s what sells papers in the prefectures.” She gave a slight smile. “All right. But work first, 

then—if we have time—you get your first lesson in basic feed operation.” 

 

* 

 

September 4th – 

“Kim Jae-yong! Get in here!” 

The reporter stopped pounding his typewriter and wheeled himself into the boss’ office. “Yes, 

sir?” 

“What is this drivel?!” Choe Ok-gyun slammed a typed page on the desk in front of Kim. 

He easily recognized his article. “What you asked me for, sir. A couple of railway police were 

taken off their jobs for taking bribes.” 

“Japanese railway police, Jae-yong! I can’t print this.” 

“The Government General did the arresting…” 

“Who cares? They don’t need much of an excuse to shut us down again.” 

“Sir…” 

“Arrrrrggggghhhh!!!” Choe grabbed a pile of papers and threw them against the wall. “How am I 

supposed to sell copies without real news? News I can sink my teeth into, not press releases and damn 

shrine ceremonies!” 

While Choe asked the hypothetical question, Kim struggled to think of an answer. “We need to 

dance on the edge of the law.” 



“Come again?” 

“We can’t offend the Japanese, but we can put a spotlight on them. If we phrase our articles as 

good Imperial subjects, but still give our readers real news, we might get it past Government General’s 

notice.” 

“Such as?” 

“Well, um…” Kim flipped over his article and pulled out a pencil. As he started writing, Kim 

suggested, “why don’t you try this as the editorial?” 

Ok-gyun pulled the note closer and read it. “Did the Japanese central governing body shut down 

our newspaper?” 

“It would sell some papers, sir.” 

“Are you insane?!” 

“It’s not about what you say,” Jae-yong pressed his point, “it’s how you say it. Throw praise on 

the Government General, praise their tolerance towards a free press, but have… ‘concerns’ about 

newspapers being suspended.” 

“You really think that’ll work?” 

Kim shrugged. “It’ll sell papers.” 

Choe Ok-gyun stared at him for a little while. “What the hell? Time you proved your concept. 

Write me the most polite, deferential scathing indictment of the Japanese authorities.” 

“How long have I got?” 

 “Midnight. I want it in time for the morning edition.” 

 For the first time in months, Jae-yong felt alive. “Yes, sir!” 

 

* 

 



September 5th – 

 “Maté!” The Japanese official burst onto the newsroom floor, followed by a pack of police, who 

had no sense of humor. “This paper is suspended—immediately!” 

 Kim Jae-yong watched as his boss flew out of the office, and quite contrary to his nature, gave a 

deep bow to the official. “What have we done to offend you, Your Excellency?”  

 “This!” He shoved a copy of the paper’s morning edition with a big red circle. “This editorial is 

slanderous against His Majesty!” 

 “I most humbly protest, Your Excellency.” Choe didn’t look up. “We simply raised the 

question…” 

 “You do not have the luxury of questioning!” the official spat back. “You are suspended. Now!” 

 “For how long?” 

 “Indefinitely!” 

 Choe Ok-gyun stepped back a couple paces before standing up again. “Ladies and gentlemen, 

you heard the man. Collect your belongings and depart quietly. I will inform you when you can return to 

work.” 

 The shocked silence was broken up by all the reporters and secretaries quickly gathering their 

coats, hats, and assorted papers. Kim caught Choe’s eye and asked, “Sir, could I have your help?” 

 His boss looked at the Japanese official briefly for his permission, and with a short nod, went 

over to Kim. Pulling back on his wheelchair, Ok-gyun whispered, “Well, I guess that didn’t work.” 

 They were the last two Koreans out the door. As soon they left, the police filed out, leaving the 

official to nail an angrily typed notice to the door. It’s silly to pretend the paper is angry, Jae-yong 

thought as he looked at the document that suspended the paper, but from the large exaggerated font, it 

sure isn’t happy.  

 As Kim and Choe rode the elevator down, the reporter spoke up, “I’m so sorry, sir.” 



The editor-in-chief sighed. “He didn’t even read the article, Jae-yong. Deferential only works at 

fourteen-point font.” 

“How can you know?” 

“Because he only circled the headline.” Ok-gyun dropped the marked newspaper into Kim’s lap. 

“Ah well, we tried. Tomorrow, I’ll have to go back to that bastard’s office and grovel again. It shouldn’t 

be more than a couple of days.” 

“Bribes would work better.” 

 “You always have to bribe them,” Choe smirked, “but the longer I grovel, the less I have to pay. 

Pity—we had great sales today.”  

“At least we hit back.” 

As the elevator opened, Ok-gyun pushed the wheelchair to the front door. “Go home, Jae-yong. 

The revolution’s over.” 

 

* 

 

 When the moon rose again over Seoul, Kim was outside, pushing his way across a deserted 

Sejong Street. This was a business district, so at this time of night, everyone who was out was partying a 

couple blocks away. There was no reason he should be there, so before he left for the night, he dressed 

in his shabbiest clothes, and set a bowl in his lap. Any policeman who saw him would make the obvious 

leap that he was just another crippled beggar on the streets. No one saw him roll up to the Chosun Ilbo 

building and put his key in the lock.  

 A face suddenly appeared on the other side of the front door; Jae-yong unconsciously jumped in 

horror. It took until Kim stifled his scream that he realized who it was. “Charlie?” 

 “Mr. Kim?” the concierge rattled the lock and opened the door. “What are you doing here?” 



 “What are you doing here?!” 

 “I live here, sir,” Charlie smirked. “I have a small room in the back. It lets me double as the night 

guard and they pay me a couple extra yen a week. Saves on rent, too.  Do you know how much a one 

room…?” 

 “Save it, let me in.” 

 “Yes, sir,” the concierge stepped aside as Jae-yong wheeled in the door. “What do you need?” 

 The reporter thought for a moment; Charlie was not part of his plan. “I need you not to see me 

tonight. I was never here.” 

 The concierge blinked. “Why?” 

 “Because I have an idea, and if you were to remember what I’m going to get out of the office, it 

could go very badly for me.” 

 “Because the paper’s suspended?” 

 “This has nothing to do with the paper.” 

 Charlie stared at him and asked, “Sounds like fun. What do you need help with?” 

 “I don’t want to…” 

 “I’ve been guarding an empty building,” Charlie objected. “Trust me, this isn’t the first time I’ve 

been in trouble with the law.” 

 “This could get us both shot.” 

 “So could going to a football match. Let me help you.” 

 “Fine,” Jae-yong sighed, “get me up to the news floor.” 

 “And then what?” 

 “I’m going to show you how to operate the teleprinter.” 

 

* 



 

September 6th – 

 The next day, Kim begged across the street from the telegraph office in the Hapjeong 

neighborhood near the end of the day. The heat of the day was driving people into the local cafes in 

search of something cool; few people were rushing to use the feed. So the reporter was pleased to see 

the clerk leave and lock up the office precisely at five o’clock. 

 For what Kim wanted to do, he didn’t want the police to trace back to the Chosun Ilbo’s feed… 

but any telegraph office would do just fine. There were few people out on the street; most people were 

just clocking out now. So when the beggar rolled across the road towards the telegraph office, the street 

traffic shifted away from him. Jae-yong watched as people deliberately avoided looking at his 

amputated legs, or crossed the street to avoid being accosted for money. It is dark under the lamp, the 

reporter remembered the old proverb and chuckled to himself, people don’t know what’s under their 

noses. Once someone identified you as something they understood—in his case, as a crippled beggar—

most people ignored you. You could observe others undetected, which was a great skill to get facts for a 

story, and so was picking locks. Armed with experience in both, he rolled up to the telegraph office door 

undetected, and then took less than thirty seconds for Jae-yong to get through the door.  

 Quickly closing the door behind him, the reporter rolled around the counter to where the feed 

console was located. Jae-yong slipped the punch-tape into the spool and then fed it into the teleprinter. 

Switching the feed to Line 2, the ad feed, Kim hit the transmit key. He took a quick look at the monitor 

to see that his tape spool was running, and then rolled himself out of the office.  

Locking the door behind him, he smiled, and wheeled himself down the street. Emptying out the 

few sen he made while begging, Jae-yong hid his bowl and made his way towards the subway station, 

right as the rest of Seoul was leaving work. Kim himself couldn’t take the subway—too many stairs—but 

he wasn’t wheeling there to travel home. By the time he got there, a crowd had gathered in front of the 



billboard, and more were stopping to read by the moment. Instead of inane advertisements flickering on 

the split-pane display, suddenly there was news… the news the Japanese would never allow to come to 

print.  

Kim had typed in an entire hour worth of news; all of the wire articles that would normally drop 

into the reject box. The reporter had collected them from the office, and Charlie typed them onto the 

tape, making sure to leave a thirty second delay between news items. The Koreans standing there were 

amazed and silent as they read the headlines. There was a limit to what Jae-yong could make fit on a 

billboard, especially since he didn’t bother translating it into Japanese for the left half of the display, but 

suddenly the reporter had found an audience larger than the Chosun Ilbo ever could. 

By the time the police came by to break up the crowd, the damage was done. The truth was out 

there now, and unless the Government General shut down the ad feed completely and forever, Jae-yong 

would always find another unwatched feed to run his tape into. And if they do shut down the ad feed, 

Kim thought to himself, looking over at the arrivals board, it’s not the only display in Korea. 

No one noticed the man in the wheelchair as he pushed his way through the dispersing crowd. 

Unlike his audience, Jae-yong wasn’t going home. He had to catch the monorail to Busan. There were ad 

feeds in other towns, too, and the reporter had lots of news tapes in his pocket. 

“At last, we hit back,” Kim muttered under his breath. 


